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About This Game

Basketball Hoop  - Is a game in which the player needs to hit the basketball Hoop with a soccer ball! In this game you will not
throw the ball and kick it! To get the ball into the basketball Hoop - you need to properly control the computer mouse! Because,
to hit weaker-you need to keep the left mouse button pressed for a long time, and to stronger, then you need to quickly release

the left mouse button. The game has 18 levels and each level will be a different position from where you will hit the ball.

Key feature:
 - 18 levels

 - An unusual way to play with a basketball ring
 - 18 achievements

 - Realistic size of basketball court and basketball Board.
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GET THE ANDROID VERSION INSTEAD!

This is a brilliant game, but honestly - it's not particular computer friendly.
You have to pretty much play the entire game in one sitting - where on on the android version, you can shut down you phone
and reopen the app, and it picks up right where you left off.

Rating: 8\/10
Budget: Extremely affordable
Replayability: Medium
Length: This is a fairly long text based game - it should take most people few days to get through it.

I would have given a higher rating if:
There had been pictures, background music and perhaps a few sound effects.
Also, the Android version is honestly SO much better.

The game is more or less described on the steam page. You play as a Junior Officer in a cavalry regiment in a fictional world
resembling ours in the early to mid 1800's, but where Germany has apparantly been replaced by an Elven Nation, and the rest of
Europe appears united against, what I deduce to be Slavic nations.
There even appears to be some reference to Colonial America in some of the provinces held by the European-Equavialent
nation.

The technological is prior to the invention of revolvers and proper artillery platforms.

The game features minor magic - all nobility in the game are referred to as "bane blooded" who have the innate ability that they
are sensitive to magic. Some can even cast spells through runes, used for healing and killing on the battle field, as well as forging
magical weapons and armor.

Banecrafted armor and weapons are very rare in the world though - reserved for particularly elite soldiers and Knights of the
Red order.

Banecasters are also fairly rare - only on few occasions do they become relevant in the actual game.

The game is continued in a Sequel called Guns of Infinity, and your save-file can be transferred.

I was disappointed that certain choices leave very little impact in the game, and other choices leave no impact at all - where as it
often seems to be some of the more unlikely choices that seem to have lasting impacts.

There is a balance act to the game, but ultimately your story will always be different depending on your chocies, which is very
interesting.

I can't wait for the third installation.. I enjoyed this game, more than I thought I would. I got it on a whim (during Summer Sale),
and I am not disappointed with my purchase. I love to play games like these, and the graphics were actually very nice (even by
today's standards). Sure, as many people have said, it is quite simplistic, but I think that is what works for this game; it isn't
overly complicated, but not so simple that the game isn't good. Liked the change of environments, and wide range of enemies;
always kept you on your toes. It is a short game, and can get repetitive at times, but overall, I would recommend to anyone who
likes sandbox tug-of-war types!. I got PlayClaw when it was on sale just because I thought it would be decent since i'm paying
for it, but when I used it, I ran into a lot of bugs and seemed to lag me alot more, I now use a FREE software that runs better and
EASIER to use lol, called OBS.

I would not recommend buying this and getting OBS instead.. Games&Cringe. I'm not sure if this game was even finished when
they released it... I've got 1.4 hrs on this game and some of the rarest achievements, just using some really easy and obvious
exploits... This game isn't good, just get EU4 and use the Imperium Universalis mod if you want to play in this time period..
This game is weird. Hopefully some of the bugs I've experienced will have passed after the first few updates. This is not a bad
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game. It is very bland and cookie cutter though. You are without a doubt getting what you paid for here. Its not the worse game I
ever played, it Is definitely not the best either. I made a video about the game so you guys can see what it is actually like. 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=ECNlVV-_pcA&feature=youtu.be. I used to play the hell out of this on the Commodore
64.. When i first saw this on steam greenlight last year I thought it would be fun because in the games description on steam
greenlight AND IT STILL "Nomad is a blocky sci-fi zombie survival game." How is it Si-fi? its just anouther blocky zombie
survial game filling up steam. This is just my thoughts on it.

But i have to say the developer of the game is very active at updateing the game and improveing it. But at this stage i don't
recommend buying it. \u2605\u2605\u2605\u00bd - Lonliness simulator. Subdued palette. -\u00bd for pacing, length, lack of
replayability.
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Awesome game to play with your soon to be ex-friends!
Quick, fast, dope soundtrack, easy to grasp, hard to master, lots of fun. - What more do you need?. I bought this game a year
ago and despite I have ever neither downloaded nor launched it I hvae had got 5,000 achievements. The game itself is trash..
Good novell. When is episode 4?. great dlc that adds replay value. I definitely recommend this game. There has been no other
sailing game that has the magnificence in this. Not even Blood & Gold has the sailing mechanics where you can walk around on
the ship and have a good close 3rd person view of you on the ship along with your crew. I love this game and I am looking
forward to more updates and maybe campaigns such as high elves, dwarfs and vampires.

I am going to build a fleet consisting three high elf ships, three dwarf ships along side three empire ships. Together, we will
show a united front against the forces of Chaos, the Green Skins and the Dark Elves.. Wow awesome game! This is a charming
little platformer with a comedic edge to it. You guys don't want to miss this!. I spent hours and hours playing this game on my
Commodore 64. I am thrilled to see it on Steam.. Very fun game that gets almost everything right. The graphics, interface,
sound\/music are all great. The story is interesting and the humour works well.

The only disappointment is that the solutions to the puzzles in the second half of the game were at times obscure. I ended up
using the in game hints at times, which I hate doing. At times, reading the solutions to puzzles didn't make the logic of the
puzzle clear. Doesn't spoil the game but with better puzzles the game would be a classic.
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